ADLINK Edge™ IoT Smart Gateway Solution

**Connect, Stream, Control**

**Features**
- Connect operational equipment at the Edge
- Stream real-time operational data securely to Google Cloud
- Visualize data easily
- Access Google Cloud advanced analytics

**Benefits**
- Capture and combine data from previously unconnected equipment
- Access valuable data instantly, continuously and securely to monitor operations
- View and understand what data you need to make decisions
- Use insight from Google Cloud tools including advanced analytics, AI and machine learning:
  - enhance existing customer databases, visualization & ERP systems
  - make informed decisions to optimize operations
  - enable predictive maintenance
  - minimize downtime
  - improve quality

**Overview**
ADLINK Edge™ releases the power of your operational data and enables intelligent decision-making by streaming to Google Cloud to give you access to deeper insight from advanced analytics, AI and machine learning. ADLINK Edge™ quickly connects your previously unconnected operational equipment with no programming necessary. Then by tapping into native communication protocols, data can be captured and streamed from sensors and devices at the Edge. From the Edge this data can then be streamed securely between devices, databases and to Google’s Cloud enabling analysis and easy visualization to inform your decisions and optimize your operations. All in real-time.

**Use Case: Releasing real-time data from gas turbines to drive efficiency**

A major global power generation company operating in North & South America uses ADLINK Edge™ to connect existing software and systems seamlessly and cost-effectively. The company is now able to stream real-time data from its gas turbines and drive efficiency by using Google Cloud analytics to enable predictive maintenance. The benefits are reduced downtime from maintenance shutdowns, improved fault-finding, reduced cost as well as increased customer satisfaction and productivity.

ADLINK Edge™ solutions are all vendor agnostic built on open standards and architected with modular components which allow for easy integration with any existing IT and OT system.
Give yourself the Edge with ADLINK’s Digital Experiment by identifying the operational data required to achieve real business results before full-scale commitment. ADLINK connects previously unconnected equipment and sensors at the Edge and streams data securely in real time to Google Cloud enabling analysis and easy visualization to inform decisions and optimize operations.

Find real business outcomes in as little as 30 days

ADLINK Edge™ IoT Smart Gateway Solution $999

Define your IoT solution with an ADLINK Edge™ Digital Experiment

Starting from $15,000

www.adlinktech.com
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